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Raman scattering has been employed to study the temperature and polarization dependence
of the vibrational modes for the glass-forming halide salt mixturesxZnCl2-(1 � x)AlCl3, with
x = 0.8 and 0.6. The analysis has shown that the vibrational modes of the mixtures arise from a
contribution of the vibrational modes of the pure components salts. Emphasis has also been given
to the low-frequency modes (3 - 80 cm�1), and particular points related to the glass transition
phenomenology are discussed in view of the experimental findings.
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1. Introduction

Despite the intense efforts and the immense body of
experimental and theoretical data accumulated, glass
transition is considered as the least understood phase
transition in condensed matter physics [1 - 3]. The liq-
uid to glass transition is a many body problem, com-
plicated further by nonlinear interactions between the
constituent particles, and as such the establishment of
a theoretical basis that can qualitatively and quantita-
tively treat it correctly is a formidable task. The prob-
lem with which a glass transition theory is faced stems
from the observed phenomenology that supercooled
liquids display similar / ubiquitous features, although
with subtle differences, irrespective of their chemical
nature. Thus, chemically disparate substances with
(i) strong covalent bonds, like oxide glasses, (ii) hy-
drogen bonds, like alcohols, (iii) non-directional van
der Waals bonds, like polymers and (iv) ionic inter-
actions, like molten salts, are found among molecular
and macromolecular glass formers.

The role played by molten salts in the elucidation
of the not yet clarified issues of the glass transition
is quite significant. Their simpler structure compared
with the polymeric or other multi-component glasses
is the major advantage that often facilitates the inter-
pretation of the dynamical features in terms of struc-
tural models. Halide, and especially chloride glass
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forming salts are maybe the less studied systems due
to the inherent difficulties they present during their
purification procedure. ZnCl2 is an exception that has
been given attention by many research works, and
therefore its structural and dynamical properties are
to a great extent known [4, 5]. However, ZnCl2 (T g�

102�C,Tm�320�C) has the disadvantage of present-
ing a broad crystallization region (ca. 170 - 260�C)
within the supercooled range, inaccessible to the ex-
periment. A long time ago it has been appreciated that
the addition of AlCl3 to pure ZnCl2 results in a soften-
ing of the zinc chloride network, enhancing the glass
forming ability of the binary systems [6]. Contrary to
the behaviour of pure ZnCl2, in the binary glasses up
to 40% moles concentration in AlCl3 one can con-
tinuously scan the supercooled range and monitor in
detail changes in both structure and dynamics.

In this work we have undertaken a light scatter-
ing (Raman) investigation in order to probe particular
aspects of some not yet fully understood topics per-
taining to the glass transition phenomenology.

2. Experimental

Anhydrous ZnCl2 (Alfa, ultra pure) was used after
distillation and filtering under vacuum through a high
porosity quartz frit. Anhydrous AlCl3 (Alfa, reagent
grade) was used after four repeated sublimations, the
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have shown that different vibrational modes are ef-
fective within the frequency range of the Boson peak.
Such an idea has also been supported in the case of
As2O3, where the low-frequency Raman spectrum of
the crystal exhibits distinct features – each one rep-
resenting different vibrational mechanism – that con-
form with the line profile of the low-frequency Raman
spectrum of the glass [22].

4. Conclusions

A temperature and polarization dependent Raman
scattering study for the ZnCl2-AlCl3 glass-forming
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mixture has been performed. The high-frequency
modes analysis revealed in the mixture the presence
of vibrational modes originating from both compo-
nents. From the temperature and concentration de-
pendence of the vibrational features specific micro-
scopic models, to account for the structure of the
mixtures, have been proposed. A joint detailed anal-
ysis for both polarized and depolarized spectra in the
low-frequency region clearly revealed the frequency
dependence of the depolarization ratio; a fact that
contradicts the experimental basis on which a par-
ticular class of theoretical attempts is erroneously
based [26].


